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I

n December 2007, PA-34-220T
G-LENY crashed during a non-precision
instrument approach to Oxford’s RWY
01 at night and in poor weather after
descending below both the step-down and
procedure MDAs. The lively debate that
ensued on the PPL/IR Europe forums
following publication of the AAIB’s
findings (see AAIB Bulletin 7/2008: Piper
PA-34-220T, G-LENY) included repeated
requests from our chairman for an article
on the presentation and interpretation of
instrument approach chart (IAC) profiles
where these include step-down fixes (SDF).
In the absence of a response from anyone
knowledgeable, the Editor has twisted my
arm to research the subject and write this
article!
First off, I should stress that nothing
here is to be read as a commentary on the
G-LENY accident, except where expressly

so referenced. Overall, I have reviewed
the investigation reports on more than
ten controlled flight into terrain (CFIT)
accidents which have occurred during
SDF approaches, as well as several past
CFIT studies. My aim is to make generic
observations rather than attribute cause to
any particular occurrence.
Various studies in the 1990’s highlighted
the dominance of non-precision approaches
in CFIT statistics (for example, see “Killers
in Aviation: Flight Safety Foundation Task
Force, facts about approach-and-landing
and CFIT accidents”, Flight Safety Digest
Nov ’98 - Feb ’99 and “Revisiting CFIT”,
Philippe Burcier, Airbus, 1998). The FAA
has concluded that these carry a five times
greater risk than precision approaches (see
“RNAV approach procedures”, Donald P
Pate, FAA, Jan ’01).
Whilst I’ve not found data specifically
on SDF approach CFITs, it’s likely the risk
with these is even greater. So the principal
question we are trying to address here is:
‘What impact does instrument approach
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Persistence rewarded!
PPL/IR Europe’s
contribution to making
GPS approaches a reality
By Jim Thorpe

T

he starting point was one of our meetings
when a CAA speaker was asked from the floor
why there were no GPS approaches in the UK. He
had a pretty convincing reply: no one had asked.
It was obvious something had to change and we
made a formal application for a GPS approach at
Gloucester on 28th January 2004. Before that I had
spoken to the SATCO at Gloucester, and to one or
two flying school on the airfield, to get letters of
support and establish that there was a need. The
CAA was pretty helpful. At the time there was no
fee for the application but that was about to change
so they ensured the cost-free application was on file.
A meeting at Gatwick followed in April, attended
by about 14 people representing some 10 specialties
within the CAA. Initial progress was quite speedy.
We participated in a meeting at Gloucester with
local ATC and the CAA approach designer. In
fairly short order we had an approach on paper and
arrangements in hand for us to test fly it.

Time passed...
Then there was some sort of internal reorganisation
within the CAA. Emails to the original contact
went unanswered and time passed. In September
2005 we finally made effective contact with
someone in a different area of the CAA who
accepted responsibility for the process. At this point
we were invited to send a representative to a group
known as TRAPT, which is the focal point for
everyone interested in terminal area procedures.
It is attended by Eurocontrol, airlines, NATS,
CAA, pilot unions and various CAA departments,
and meets about three times a year. It has proved
to be a valuable platform enabling us to have
meaningful input into GPS certification, PRNAV
requirements, TMA transit routes and more.

The six trials
Membership Administrator
Sali Gray
℡ +44 1452 618899

 memsec@pplir.org

Annual accounts for the company are available on the
website. See www.pplir.org – About Us
For reports on meetings, conferences and other activities
attended in the last 12 months by directors and
members of the executive on behalf off PPL/IR Europe
members, see www.pplir.org – Lobbying
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Somewhere along the way the simple idea of a
trial at Gloucester had become a much more
complicated affair involving six airfields. By now it
was May 2006. While we had considerable doubts
about the scope and structure of the trial, we tried
to make the best of the situation and encouraged
members to participate to the full. Take up
was still quite poor so the trial was extended
and we did some arm twisting both among the
membership and among pilots known to us
locally. The figures speak for themselves. Of 171
P3►
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participants 85 were at Gloucester and my estimation was that
well over a hundred were flown by PPL/IR Europe members. A
complicated analysis by Imperial College, London was published
in March 2007. Perhaps unsurprisingly from our perspective, it
found that there were no significant issues. It seemed we were
on the home-straight. There had been some detailed issues
with specific procedures so some redrafting was needed.

CAA guidance and safety cases
Guidance needed to be published and the CAA published CAP
773 in August 2007. This was produced by a different section
of the CAA and we were unable to have any input into the
document. It emerged that each airfield would need to produce
a location specific safety case. We attended a day-long meeting
with the Gloucester SATCO and several CAA specialists. It was
obvious that the CAA was pulling out all the stops to overcome
the last hurdles. I was concerned about the impact that some
of the detailed assumptions might have for wider acceptance of
GPS approaches but it seemed best to keep quiet. Now fate took
a hand and the supportive SATCO at Gloucester was diagnosed
with a serious illness. Gloucester ATC was struggling with staff
shortages and the safety case was not progressed for some time.
Happily the SATCO recovered and returned to work but with
a heavy backlog. We maintained contact and to the best of our
ability tried to encourage the completion of the safety case.
In the meantime Shoreham had become enthusiastic about
their GPS approach. They were using the template produced
at Gloucester and it looked as if they would be the first to
gain approval, a prospect sufficiently irritating to Gloucester
ATC to bring the paperwork to the top of their priority list.
They submitted their completed safety case within a day of us
informing them that they were going to be pipped at the post.

By Vasa Babic
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th November 2008 marked the day that the first RNAV
GPS non-precision approach (NPA) became available at a
general aviation airfield in the UK. Jim Thorpe’s article Persistence
rewarded! on page 2 gives a sense of why this has not exactly been
a rushed process in the 15 years since the first GPS overlays were
published in the USA in 1993.
Shoreham (EGKA) is a good example of the benefit of GPS NPAs.
It is a typical light GA airfield with a mix of leisure and business
aviation but little scheduled traffic due to its relatively short main
runway. This kind of airfield struggles to justify the cost of IFR
infrastructure and when the Shoreham DME became unserviceable
a while back, the £100,000 it would have cost to restore it was not
available. This meant that Shoreham was down to a single, timed,
NDB procedure to the non-prevailing wind runway (RWY 02),
since terrain north of the field precludes NDB RWY 20 approaches
without DME. Shoreham has a lovely 1930s art deco terminal
building; however, it’s a very good thing that pilots no longer have to
rely on IFR technology dating from the same era!
For pilots interested in flying GPS NPAs in the UK, the CAA
publication CAP 773 (available at www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/
CAP773.pdf) is an excellent reference which should be the first port
of call. In addition, the PPL/IR Europe RNAV Manual (available at
www.pplir.org/rnavmanual) covers all the theoretical knowledge,
regulatory and training topics for UK and US registered aircraft.
In this article, I will summarise the key requirements for using
GPS NPAs, which can be broken down into three categories:
avionics, pilot training and operating procedures.

The role of PPL/IR Europe
It has taken five years of sustained effort to get to where we
are now. Along the way PPL/IR Europe has made many
useful contacts and proved to people whose opinions are
important to us that we are in the game for the long term.
We have shown we are technically competent, that we have
a valuable contribution to make and can be relied upon
to be constructive participants. We have not gone into the
general aviation press either to blow our own trumpet or to
castigate the CAA. In general PPL/IR Europe is welcomed
as a participant and this is not true of all organisations.

What next?
The cynical might say that the approaches soon to be in place
are not that useful. They are at airfields that currently have
instrument approaches and they do not reduce minima. This
is true, but in our view they have been an inescapable first step.
Along the way we have also held meetings with the CAA to
gauge their reaction to the concept of GPS approaches at licensed
airfields without ATC and even at airstrips with no ATC. They
have been quite supportive in principle. We have commissioned
a qualified approach designer to produce ICAO compliant
approaches for such a licensed airfield and for an unlicensed
strip. We have flown informal trials for these approaches. It
has not been practical to proceed further until the published
approaches were in operation. Soon we will start what may
be another long process towards this next goal.
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Avionics
The CAA press release on Shoreham’s approaches says:
‘The aircraft navigation system installation, based upon GNSS
receiver equipment qualified to (E)TSO-C129A (certain classes
only) or (E)TSO-C145 or (E)TSO-C146, must be approved for the
purpose.’ What does this mean?
TSOs are technical standards orders, the minimum specifications
issued by the FAA for products to be used in type certified aircraft.
(E)TSOs are essentially the identical EASA equivalent. Keen
readers can find TSO documents at http://rgl.faa.gov/. C129 was
the original TSO for GPS receivers. The enigmatic ‘certain classes
only’ in the CAA quote is actually quite simple. Class A receivers are
panel mounts, Class B and C are used in flight management systems
P4►
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waypoints as it’s not possible to replicate a
GPS’s procedure logic with user waypoints
even it were legal. Secondly, a positive
check of RAIM availability must have
been made either pre-flight using the tool
at http://augur.ecacnav.com or with the
GPS receiver’s built-in RAIM prediction
software. Thirdly, the GPS procedure
coded in the nav database must be checked
with a current paper chart.
UK AIP
Although this requirement
SHOREHAM
may sound a bit gold-plated,
RNAV
RWY 20
it makes a lot of sense because
(ACFT CAT A,B)
coding discrepancies arise
surprisingly frequently in the
steps between a procedure
being published in a national
AIP, translated into the
ARINC 424 ‘language’ in
Jeppesen’s master database
and then extracted, packed
and displayed on your
particular model of GPS.
Finally, when actually flying
the approach, the pilot has to
know which mode changes
and integrity annunciations
must be monitored to
ensure the GPS is providing
the right guidance.
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(FMS). Class A1 units have NPA capability,
knowledge of GPS is strongest on the directClass A2 units don’t. In practice, every IFR
to button, and somewhat hazy elsewhere,
GPS panel mount fitted in a GA aircraft will there are important operating details which
be Class A1, unless it is either very old or a
you will need to learn. Approach procedures
new WAAS receiver. The latter are certified
are both more critical and implemented
under TSO-C146 e.g. the Garmin GNS480, less intuitively in GPS units than enroute
430W, 530W and 1000W; with C145 used
navigation. For example, the right-angle on
for WAAS FMS sensors.
a GPS approach from the top of the ‘T’ onto
So, the easy part is that if you have an IFR the final approach track is usually a ‘fly-by’
GPS, it is likely to be capable
AD 2-EGKA-8-4 (20 Nov 08)
of GPS NPAs; however, it is
INSTRUMENT APPROACH CHART - ICAO
unlikely to be ‘approved for
the purpose’. The approval
status of a GPS is defined by
the flight manual supplement
(FMS) associated with the
unit’s installation. Many GPS
have been fitted ‘VFR-only’
in which case an avionics shop
should be consulted for IFR
094°
and NPA approval. Even IFR
291
°
installations e.g. approved
for B-RNAV on new or
retrofitted G-register aircraft,
are likely to have had the GPS
approach item deleted from
the standard Garmin FMS.
This was common practice
until about 18 months ago. In
such a case, an application for
an EASA minor mod, costing €250, should
turn, in which the procedure design requires
be sufficient to amend the FMS to include
a rate one curved path tangential to both the
GPS approaches. US registered aircraft have
initial and intermediate segments. Do you
exactly the same requirement and an FAA
know how the GPS will annunciate such a
International Field Office must approve the
turn and how you must fly it? Do you know
flight manual changes; this is best organised how your autopilot will handle it? This list
through an avionics shop familiar with the
of potential ‘gotchas’ is quite a long one: Do
process (many aren’t). It’s difficult to detail
you know how missed approach waypoint
all the approval permutations beyond this
sequencing will behave on a procedure and
brief overview. The PPL/IR Europe website
how to initiate it? Do you know the RAIM
prediction process on your GPS and what
forum is a good source of detailed expertise
form loss of integrity warnings may take?
for any owner with specific questions.
The PPL/IR Europe recommendation is
Pilot Training
that pilots read the GPS approach pages of
The UK CAA, like the FAA, has adopted a
our RNAV Manual, and then undertake
very flexible view which is that instrument
training ‘as required’ with a flight instructor.
rated or IMC rated pilots are not required
The additional benefit of doing this is to
to have any specific training to fly GPS
comply with the requirement, common
NPAs. However, both the CAA and
in other European countries, for all pilots
FAA advise pilots to undertake ground
using GPS approaches to have a log book
and flight training before flying a GPS
endorsement stating that suitable training
approach in IMC for the first time. The
has been undertaken.
CAA recommendations are in CAP773,
the FAA ones are in AIM 1-1-19 and 5Operations
4-5. We are very used to regulations in
Using GPS to comply with B-RNAV in
Europe being microscopically prescriptive,
Europe is a pretty relaxed affair. Staying
so this flexibility is very welcome.
safe and legal for GPS approaches is a little
Readers familiar with enroute GPS may
more formally demanding. Firstly, the
wonder why any training is needed – on the
GPS database must be current and it does
surface of it, a GPS approach looks like a
not matter if the procedure appears not to
two segment route with a right angle, so how have changed since the last GPS update.
hard can it be? It isn’t very hard, but if your
There is no option to use user-defined

A great, if belated, milestone
In summary, the Shoreham GPS NPAs are
a great, if belated, milestone for IFR GA
in the UK. Several more airfields are on
the verge of going live with their own GPS
approaches in the near future. The CAA and
NATS have also made encouraging noises
about the prospects for GPS approaches
into uncontrolled airfields. For a pilot
who has an instrument qualification and
access to an aircraft with an IFR capable
GPS, the approval, training and operating
requirements for GPS NPAs are relatively
modest. As Jim’s article shows, progress
doesn’t happen in aviation through a
‘big bang’, its the result of many years of
cumulative effort. The more quickly the GA
IFR community embraces and uses RNAV
GPS approaches, the more weight we will
have in pushing for further developments,
like GPS approaches with precision vertical
guidance. These already outnumber ILS
installations in the USA, but since they were
only introduced in 2003, we have until 2018
to beat the UK’s current ‘15 years late’ track
record in GPS procedures. The European
EGNOS infrastructure - equivalent to
WAAS in the USA and fully compatible with
WAAS GPS units - is already deployed and
is in its testing phase for ‘safety of
life’ applications, so the race is on!
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◄ Non-precision approach CFIT
continued from page 1
chart presentation have on the risk of CFIT
in step-down fix approaches?’

Step-down fixes – why?
First up though, a refresher on what
these SDFs are, and why they are used.
An SDF permits additional descent
within the final approach segment of a
non-precision approach by identifying a
point at which a controlling obstacle has
been safely over-flown. The criteria are
set out in ICAO’s PANS-OPS and FAA’s
TERPS, as appropriate (see “ICAO Doc
8168 Procedures for air navigation services
- Aircraft Operations (PANS-OPS)”, 5th
Edition, Nov ’06 and “FAA Order 8260.3B
United States Standard for terminal
instrument procedures (TERPS)”, Change
20, Jul ’07). The concept is to limit the
descent before the SDF to a level above
the procedure MDA. If the SDF cannot
be positively identified for any reason, the
minimum altitude at the SDF becomes the
MDA for the straight-in approach. The
situation for circling approaches is less clear.
In FAA-land, where you’ve been cleared
for a circling approach from the outset
and the circling MDA is higher than the
SDF minimum altitude, the circling MDA
appears to be the limiting figure both before
and after passage of the SDF; under UK
regulations, I see no such constraint.
So, SDFs are used in approach design
principally to allow for a reduction in
landing minima. This need arises in two
different circumstances: one where there
is a high obstacle in the final approach
segment, the other where that segment
significantly exceeds 6nm. They are also
used occasionally for noise abatement
considerations.

Alice Springs CFIT
Since part of the lively forum debate on the
G-LENY accident concerned the advantages
of flying constant descent final approach
(CDFA) rather than step-down ‘dive and
drive’ profiles (DnD), let’s make a start
on answering our question by looking
at an approach CFIT accident involving
multiple SDFs and exhibiting classic DnD
failures. Remember, we’re interested here in
identifying chart issues, not debating the
merits of CDFA versus DnD (on which I
understand there should be an article by
Julian Scarfe in the next issue of Instrument
Pilot), although I might not be able to
resist the occasional observation! If there’s
any confusion with terminology, the reader
might like to note that CDFA is often
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Figure 1, Jeppesen format for the Alice Springs Locator/NDB approach

Figure 2, Australian AIP format for the Alice Springs Locator/NDB approach

referred to elsewhere in aviation literature
as constant angle non-precision approach
(‘CANPA’), continuous descent approach
(‘CDA’) or stabilized constant descent angle
non-precision approach (‘SCDA NPA’).
On the night of 27 April 1995, an Israel
Aircraft Industries Westwind 1124 (VHAJS) was making a Locator/NDB approach
to RWY 12 at Alice Springs in Australia.
The captain who was pilot flying had over
10,000 hours, a quarter of which were on
type. The first officer had around 1,000
hours in two crew operations but had only
recently converted onto the Westwind.
At the time, the operator required its
flight crew to provide their own IFR
charts, with the captain using Jeppesen
and the FO acquiring his from the AIP.
The profile elements of the two relevant
charts are shown as Figures 1 and 2; note
that the AIP version is drawn as a CDFA
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and the Jeppesen as a DnD. On the night
in question it appears the two pilots were
sharing the captain’s Jeppesen plate, a layout
that was presumably somewhat unfamiliar
to the FO. Evidence of difficulties in the
relationship between the pilots, both before
and during the flight, is also pertinent.
We pick up the story using just the most
relevant parts of the voice recorder transcript
(as far as our question is concerned),
extracted from the full version set out in
the accident investigator’s report (see “BASI
Investigation Report #9501246: Israel
Aircraft Industries Westwind 1124, VHAJS”):
Time 19:32
PIC to FO: ‘OK, on number one I want,
ah, Alice’
FO to PIC: ‘Right’
PIC to FO: ‘Number two I want that one,
so we want that and that and

Instrument Pilot

PIC to FO:
FO to PIC:
Time 19:33
FO to PIC:
PIC to FO:
FO to PIC:
PO to PIC:
PIC to FO:
PIC to FO:

FO to PIC:
Time 19:34
PIC to FO:

that one preed’
‘That’s in number one and
that’s in number two’
‘OK’
‘Alice number one’
‘Yeah, Alice in number one’
‘Yep’
‘Simpson’s Gap on number two’
‘Simpson’s Gap on number two’
‘And Temple Bar preed up
because as soon as we get there
I’ll get you to pre that up
because I can’t go below 3450
until we get to it’
‘OK so’

‘We’ll go down to forty-three
hundred to there and if you can
wind in thirty-four fifty and
when we get over there wind
in twenty-seven eighty, that’ll
be the minimum ……….. and
you can put the steps in now
too if you wouldn’t mind but
you only need to put the steps in
below the lowest safe’
This ‘brief’ for the approach is doubly
flawed because 2,780ft is the SDF MDA,
not the procedure minimum, and the
procedure minimum for the Westwind (Cat
C) is actually higher at 3100ft.
Time 19:40
FO to ATC: ‘Adelaide good day, Alpha
Juliet Sierra’s maintaining
Flight Level three three zero,
shortly on descent....’
Time 19:41
PIC to FO: ‘OK we’ll be ... are you going
to call me that you’ve got a
heading flag?’
FO to PIC: ‘Now’
PIC to FO: ‘Eh?’
FO to PIC: ‘Now I am’
PIC to FO: ‘Yeah OK it’s been there about
ten minutes actually’
FO to PIC: ‘I’ve been doing paperwork’
PIC to FO: ‘Ah’
FO to PIC: ‘Can’t do everything’
PIC to FO: ‘Umm well you’re expected to’
FO to PIC: ‘Err’
A minute or so is spent in resolving the
problem.
Time 19:44
PIC to FO: ‘OK we’re cleared down, we
know the traffic, so you can set
our steps up thanks’
FO to PIC: ‘OK’
FO to PIC: ‘Are we happy to set, ah, five
thousand to start with till we
get, ah, further close inbound’
PIC to FO: ‘Yeah well just set the
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FO to PIC:
PIC to FO:
PIC to FO:
FO to PIC:
Time 19:46
PIC to FO:
FO to PIC:
Time 19:47
PIC to FO:

minimum safe altitude, which
is five thousand’
‘Right’
‘OK if you could put the
RNAV up, thanks’
‘Whooh – do that first bring
em both out OK’
‘Right oh’
‘Are you happy that QNH is
correct?’
‘Yep’

‘OK thirty miles we’re tracking
to the RNAV position to start
the approach’
FO to PIC: ‘OK’
The captain had earlier decided to join the
approach on an eleven-mile final rather than
fly the full procedure.
Time 19:49
PIC to FO: ‘Try and have your light as dim
as you can work it – it’s very
distracting – that’s the way
thanks’
There were no chart holders in the cockpit
and this request from the captain may have
had a bearing on the FO’s ability to extract
accurate information from a chart format
different from what he was used to.
Time 19:49
PIC to FO: ‘OK we’re assuming we’ve got
the, ah, the ident on all the
time ok if you just identify ‘em
and then turn ‘em off ’
Time 19:50
FO to PIC: ‘OK Simpson’s Gap identified
on two, Alice is identified on
one’
PIC to FO: ‘Well the minute we get close
to Simpson Gap the minute we
get here you can read what we
got to be at forty-three’
FO to PIC: ‘Yep’
FO to PIC: ‘Forty-three at eleven miles
– one to go to there’
PIC to FO: ‘That’s checked’
PIC to FO: ‘OK set forty-three’
FO to PIC: ‘Forty-three set’
PIC to FO: ‘OK you can take the RNAV
out thanks, just put Alice up’
Time 19:51
PIC to FO: ‘OK we’re cleared to fortythree’
PIC to FO: ‘Now the minute we go over
Spring Hill or whatever it’s
called Simp,ah’
FO to PIC: ‘Simpson’s Gap’
PIC to FO: ‘Simpson’s it’s called, yeah,
umm, set the next altitude up
and the next NDB’
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Time 19:52
FO to PIC:
PIC to FO:
Time 19:53
PIC to FO:

‘OK coming up – overhead
Simpson’s Gap’
‘Righto’

‘Next one and the altitude,
thanks’
FO to PIC: ‘Thirty-four fifty – I’ll put in
thirty-five’
PIC to FO: ‘Yep that’s fine’
PIC to FO: ‘Then when we go over that
next NDB’
FO to PIC: ‘(Two out)’
PIC to FIC: ‘You can put in the minima’
FO to PIC: ‘OK’
PIC to FO: ‘Thirty-five, eh’
FO to PIC: ‘Two four (um)? three’
FO to PIC: ‘OK the runway should
actually be out to the right’
PIC to FO: ‘All right’
PIC to FO: ‘OK there’s thirty-five hundred’
FO to PIC: ‘OK we’re coming up over
there, it’s down to twenty-three’
PIC to FO: ‘Twenty-three, gear down
thanks’
The scene is now set for disaster. They’ve
crossed the Temple Bar SDF at the correct
altitude, but both pilots have ignored the
briefed (and incorrect but safe) minima
of 2,780ft (which is actually the next
SDF), instead setting up for 2,300ft. This
appears to stem from the FO responding
to the request from the Captain to put in
the minima without any consideration of
the next SDF, and then compounding the
error by misreading the Cat A figure from
the chart rather than that for Cat C. The
Captain’s acceptance of 2,300ft suggests
that he’d forgotten the altitude he briefed
earlier and his workload was now too high
for him to verify the figure from the chart.
Their fate was then sealed by the Captain
increasing the average rate of descent (RoD)
to about 1,500ft/min. Company standard
operating procedures required that any RoD
greater than 1,000ft/min be brought to the
attention of the pilot flying by the pilot not
flying, but this wasn’t done; had the descent
been so limited, they would have cleared the
high terrain.
Time 19:54
FO to PIC: ‘Three hundred to run to
minima’
PIC to FO: ‘That’s checked’
FO to PIC: ‘Pull up. Pull up!
FO:
‘xxxxxxxxx’ (beep sound)
The aircraft struck the top of the Ilparpa
Range approximately 5nm north-west of the
Alice Springs Airport shortly after levelling
at an altitude of about 2,250ft and was
destroyed. Both pilots and the one passenger
on board received fatal injuries.
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The accident investigators found there
to be serious failings by the crew in both
the planning and execution phases of the
approach, a view from which it is difficult to
dissent. Interestingly though, and perhaps
somewhat unusually, they devoted several
pages of their report to an analysis of various
errors in the two IACs and a comparison
of the differing presentations. What they
concluded is that, although these may
have had some impact on pilot workload
during the approach, they were probably not
significant factors in the accident. As far as
it goes, I doubt many would take issue with
that, either.
But does it go far enough? The crew
failings weren’t down to a misguided
attempt to fly the approach from memory
– seemingly a noteworthy feature of the
G-LENY accident as well as many others.
Throughout the approach, both pilots
referred regularly to a chart which they then
repeatedly misinterpreted. SDF approaches
provide us with some of the highest
workload flying we experience (the more so
in single-crew operations), which makes for
easier misreading of approach charts with
potentially fatal consequences. In the Alice
Springs accident, greater accuracy, clarity
and consistency in chart presentation might
just have broken the chain of events that
culminated in disaster.

ICAO to the rescue
Two years before the Alice Springs accident,
ICAO and the Flight Safety Foundation had
agreed on a cooperative approach to CFIT
reduction and established a number of teams
to look at the problem. For the approach and
landing phase, this work ultimately included
a review of 287 fatal accidents involving
aircraft >5,700kg occurring between 1980
and 1996, and an analysis in greater depth
of 76 such incidents. From this work arose a
strong recommendation to fly non-precision
approaches in the manner of an ILS i.e.
stabilised with a continuous-angle descent
in the final approach segment. Thus CDFA,
by then already adopted by some operators,
achieved a more formally recognised status. I
will merely observe (because I said I wouldn’t
be able to resist!) that what had been studied
was very different to our kind of flying:
exclusively multi-crew, predominantly ‘jet’
with long spool-up times and where DnD
can necessitate changes in configuration.
Also evolving from the CFIT studies,
more importantly for this article, came
the perhaps much less well known
recommendation for the introduction of a
new charting standard. This entered PANSOPS effective November 2004 and was
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Figure 3, CAA AIC 88/2205: ICAO New-Style Profile Depiction8

Profile for a conventional Instrument Approach Procedure with FAF

Profile for a conventional Instrument Approach Procedure without FAF

Profile for an RNAV Instrument Approach Procedure

promulgated by many national authorities
shortly thereafter (see, for example, the UK
CAA’s AIC 88/2005 “UK policy for the
charting standard to be applied to nonprecision approaches”, Oct ’05, and the
French SIA’s AIC A 04/05 “Presentation of
instrument approach charts as a result of the
implementation of procedure altitude and
minimum safe altitude concepts”, Jan ’05.)
Underlying the change in charting
standard was the need firstly to accentuate,
and provide the relevant information for,
the preferred CDFA profile and secondly
to enhance pilots’ awareness of the terrain
below the final approach path.
Examples of the new charting standard,
as annexed to the UK AIC, are shown
in Figure 3. It is worth emphasising that
this new profile presentation is markedly
different from some interpretations of the
previous standard and, judging from some
of the forum posts that gave rise to this
article, is capable of actually increasing the
confusion until such time as it becomes
the norm. To help avoid this, you need to
understand the basis of its two key features:
I
a bold line, known as the procedure
altitude, depicts the recommended
CDFA profile to be flown as per its
accompanying distance/altitude table,
I
a shaded block, called the minimum
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altitude for obstacle clearance in
PANS-OPS (but variously minimum
obstacle altitude or obstacle clearance
altitude in CAA-land or minimum
safe altitude in the SIA implementation), shows the lowest altitude that can
be flown in compliance with appropriate obstacle clearance criteria within
the protected area for that segment (see
side bar on page 8 for guidance on the
safety margin it actually provides); for
consistency in this article we’ll use the
terminology minimum obstacle clearance altitude (minimum OCA).
So, let’s be clear: procedure altitudes are
nominal target altitudes whereas minimum
OCAs are floors i.e. ‘not-below’ figures. As
far as I can see, there is no official guidance
on acceptable deviation tolerance for
procedure altitudes. However, the CDFA
brigade (which includes me on occasion!)
ought to be alert to their task being made
significantly more challenging on an SDFapproach where, as is often the case, the
procedure altitude at the SDF is the same as
the minimum OCA; in those circumstances,
the altitude deviation tolerance at the SDF is
‘plus’ whatever you decide but ‘minus’ zero.
This caution needs to be balanced with an
observation from the CAA for the DnD
brigade (which, shock horror, also includes
P8►
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New ICAO standard for
Instrument approach charts
PANS-OPS approach design criteria are
complex and well outside the scope of this
article. Nonetheless, it does seem useful to
have a feel for the safety margin provided
by the published minimum obstacle
clearance altitudes (as depicted by the
shaded-blocks on non-precision approach
charts drawn to the new ICAO standard).
Instrument Pilot readers are presumably
familiar with the concept of primary and
secondary protected area. Unfortunately,
quantification of the protected area is
difficult to summarise for the non-precision
final approach segment since it has a sizeable
number of variables, e.g. type of approach
(NDB, VOR, LLZ, GNSS, etc), whether or
not there is a FAF and where the guidance
facility is positioned in relation to the missed
approach point. To give some idea of size
though, when flying an NDB approach with
the beacon located on-airfield, the primary
protected area is around 2nm each side of
the final approach track (FAT) when the
aeroplane is at 5nm final, narrowing to 1nm
by the time it crosses the facility.
But it is the profile protection that
interests us more (to be dealt with in Part
3: Focus on the ‘gotchas’). Fortunately,
this is a little simpler. With the aeroplane
horizontally situated within the primary
protected area, the minimum obstacle
clearance provided by the shaded blocks can
be summarised as:
I
where the FAT is aligned within 5
degrees of the extended runway centre
line, at least 246ft clearance but increasing to at least 295ft if there is no FAF;
I
for Cat A aircraft where the FAT is nonaligned, at least 340ft clearance where
the offset is within 15 degrees, or at
least 380ft where the offset is up to 30
degrees.
All these clearance margins are increased
if the approach is in mountainous terrain.
Design rules require that no minimum
OCA be published as lower than that for the
next segment, and the final shaded block
(after any SDF, if applicable) shall also take
account of obstacles in the missed approach
segment.
Finally, a word from the UK and French
national aviation authorities: the published
minimum OCAs are not compensated for
low temperature - in cold weather, pilots
must remember to apply the appropriate
correction for altimeter error.

◄ Non-precision approach CFIT
continued from page 7
me on occasion!): ‘ flight at the minimum
OCA is only envisaged in an emergency
situation ……….….such as severe icing.’
Don’t ask how you’re supposed to interpret
that advice in those numerous cases on
SDF approaches where the procedure
altitude at the SDF is the same as the
minimum OCA. You couldn’t invent this
stuff!
Having got the distinction between
procedure altitude and minimum OCA
clear in our heads, standby for a little
puzzlement when we refer to MDA. I’m
sure Instrument Pilot readers will know
that MDA is the higher of OCA and the
system minima for the approach aid in
use. The MDA prior to passage of an SDF
is then, unsurprisingly, referred to as the
‘SDF MDA’; more confusingly, however,
when there are no further SDFs ahead of
landing it is referred to as the ‘procedure
MDA’ … which, of course, is a notbelow figure and therefore contrasts with
procedure altitude, which is a target! Got
it?
Once it is understood that, unlike some
previous chart profile presentations, the
two features of the new ICAO standard
are not alternative depictions of the same
criteria, it’s rather easier to grasp that
there are now two altitudes associated
with an SDF: one is the altitude for the
recommended profile, the other is the
absolute minimum altitude until after the
SDF has been positively identified and
passed. Depending on the design of the
procedure, the minimum OCA at an SDF
might be lower than the procedure altitude

or it might be the same; if it’s shown as
higher, a mistake has been made! Before
researching for this article, I confess I was
one of those confused by the new standard
and therefore retained a preference for a
particular manifestation of the old style
chart. With a better understanding of what
it shows, however, I’ve now changed my
mind … I rather like it!
Before moving on from the chart
safety contribution made by ICAO, I
should like to touch on one other terrain
awareness issue arising out of the CFIT
studies – a recommendation by the
Flight Safety Foundation that terrain
profile below the approach also be shown
on the charts. Whilst it’s not yet an
ICAO recommendation, it has already
been implemented by the UK CAA as
you can see in Figure 3. (Note, ICAO
Annex 4, “International Standards and
Recommended Practices, Aeronautical
Charts”, Amendment 54, Nov ’07, looks
for either terrain profile or the minimum
altitude shaded blocks to be shown, despite
PANS-OPS requiring the latter.)
In contrast, however, terrain profile
hasn’t been adopted by many other
national authorities (Figure 4 shows an
SIA example of the new chart standard)
or by the commercial chart producers.
In fairness, terrain clearance is only part
of the story, we also have obstacles to
worry about; and there’s only so much
information you can cram onto a chart
if you are equally concerned with clarity.
However, reverting for a moment to the
Alice Springs accident, take a look at
P9►

Figure 4, SIA AIC PAC-N A 04/05: ICAO New-Style Profile Depiction

Conventional procedure

RNAV procedure
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You never forget your first time…
By Douglas Baillie

U

ntil I became an ‘official’ instrument
rated pilot, all of my instrument flying
took place either in a procedure simulator
with a helpful operator behind me who could
freeze the action, or in a real aircraft with
my instructor sitting beside me. My first real
experience of flying solely by reference to
instruments, on my own, and without any
visible ground contact of any kind, came as a
bit of a shock to say the least.
The event took place in a Piper Aztec F on a
flight from Glasgow to Jersey in the Channel
Islands.

I was both nervous
and meticulous, and was
anxious to avoid making
any mistakes that could
arouse the suspicions
or wrath of air traffic control, whom I knew
would be watching my every squawk, position
and altitude.

Training for the IR
But before going into the detail of this maiden
IFR flight, I think that it is worth pointing
out that I prepared myself a bit more than

Figure 5, Alice Springs: Vertical profile of fatal descent by VH-AJS7

might be expected by the average pilot.
What I did was to contact the senior
air traffic control officer some months
earlier and told him what I was doing
to get my IR, with a view to visiting
his ‘office’ in the tower and seeing
everything from his side. This meant not
only spending an hour in the tower with
ground, tower and approach controllers,
but most significantly, a further two
hours with the radar controllers. I can
say without any doubts whatsoever that
this was the most significant and helpful
three hours I ever spent in getting to
grips with earning my IR rating.

How it looks from the ground

◄P8
Figure 5 and ask yourself this: ‘Even under
pressure from a heavy workload, would you
have commenced a 1,500ft/min descent upon
passing TPB if that terrain profile had been
shown on your chart?’ Perhaps this is a further
reason (in addition to cost) for preferring UK
CAA instrument approach charts over their
commercial equivalents.
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Chris Cook, a JAA CPL/IR with circa
1,700 hours, has flown a G-reg Beech A36
Bonanza since 1992 and been a member
of PPL/IR Europe for the past ten years.
He is an engineering industry adviser to
several private equity firms and executive
chairman of a technology spin-out from the
University of Oxford developing novel, radiofrequency sensors for, amongst
others, the aircraft industry.
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The radar controllers live in a large
room surrounded by banks of monitors,
lots of people milling around, everyone
‘plugged in’ to one or more of the
working radio frequencies and in spite
of all of the ‘chat’ there was a feeling
of calm and control. Very reassuring.
Each radar controller’s screen shows
as little or as much of the radar returns
as he wants, because he can filter
information in and out to avoid any
needless clutter. Each radar ‘target’ shows
the controller important information:
who (call-sign), where (on the ground
map), level (altimeter read out), climb/
descent/level as indicated by an arrow
that points accordingly. This information
is what is generated by the aircraft
transponder. Behind this ‘secondary’
read out is a primary return that is a
simple radar reflection of the aircraft’s
hull that only shows position, without
the other information that comes from
the transponder. This facility allows the
controller to see who is there without a
squawk.
Also on the controller’s display are
green lines that delineate the boundaries
of controlled airspace, such as airways,
P 10 ►
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◄ You never forget your first time...
continued from page 9
control areas and control zones.
A brief demonstration by the helpful
controller showed me a lot more. For
example, on being asked to ‘squawk ident’
the image begins to pulse and its intensity
is enhanced. The same thing happens with
7600 and 7700 emergency codes.
A big ball about two inches in diameter
that is partially sunk into the controllers desk
was rolled about by the controller making
‘prediction lines’ on his screen to anticipate
where the return might move to within a
given time scale. This is a way of anticipating
potential traffic conflicts long before they
become a potential risk, and allows the
controller to act appropriately and in good
time.
This first hand observation of how the
controllers see me and others was, as I said,
a major contributor to gaining a better total
understanding as to my role and theirs in
managing traffic flows. Without hesitation I
recommend that any pilot who is considering
instrument flying takes an early opportunity
to do the same. The controllers welcome the
chance to demonstrate what they are about
and will truly recognize the value of your
visit.

Be prepared
But, back to Glasgow. With weather checked,
my flight plan filed, pre-flight checks done
(about three times), instruments tuned in,
radios functioning properly, everything
identing correctly and clearance received,
I am ready for my first solo IFR flight into
real IMC. For your information, I had
a 300 foot cloud-base in light rain, with
tops predicted at about 5,000 feet and
an initial requested flight level of 080.
The 06 runway has an NDB along it for
the reciprocal let down procedure, so I had
that set up and idented as well as an early
track and drift check, expecting to follow the
standard instrument departure (SID) towards
my first VOR that was also set up, but too far
away to ident and still showing its off-flag.
The SID called for an NDB track on a set
QDR (radial from) to intercept the VOR
QDM (track to) at a predetermined DME
from the ILS. As you can detect this was
going to be interesting, what with the various
navigation instrument frequency changes and
likely radio frequency changes as well.
No sooner was the undercarriage up,
the flaps up, and me reducing from full
power to climb power and entering IMC,
the tower controller handed me over to the
approach controller, who then handed me
over to the radar controller who immediately
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asked me to squawk ident and turn on to an
unexpected radar heading that was not the
SID track expected. He also ordered a stop
climb at a different altitude from the SID
and instructed me to call when level. This
was a busy time. But the transition altitude
was coming up as I remembered to set the
standard atmosphere for the correct flight
level. Remember the controller can see your
altitude on his screen and corrects it to flight
levels for the pressure setting on the day, so
don’t think you can forget for long!
As the heading was maintained I tried
to keep a ‘picture’ in my mind as to where
I might be and this is where the RMI
indicators for the VOR and NDB become
essential as they show a relative bearing and
a QDM or QDR that would give me a good
idea of my likely track and heading if I was
asked to route directly to the VOR. In the
event I was given a flight level to climb to
along with new radar heading that transpired
to be close to the VOR QDM as evidenced
by the RMI.

VMC on top
All of this made eminent sense because I
had a vivid idea of what the controller was
seeing and what he was trying to do. I doubt
that I would have been so confident without
my voluntary visit to ATC radar room.
Suddenly a burst out of the cloud tops
and into the autumn sunshine with no
cloud above or ahead, and more or less at an
altitude as ‘advertised’ by the met office. This
was very reassuring and a welcome respite
that enabled me to come off the artificial
horizon, airspeed indicator, rate of climb
indicator and relax. This was now IFR in
VMC on top. No sign of any ground ahead
or below. Just the satisfaction of getting there
unscathed and without a word of complaint
from ATC.
Maintaining the assigned flight level,
checking the power settings for temperature
and altitude, rechecking the Ts and Ps and I
also checked the indicated airspeed and the
corrected true air speed. Something I always
do to the monitor performance.
Time to check ground speed and drift
now against expected winds (no GPS in
those days) using only the VOR D-bar and
DME. And sure enough the next received
transmission from ATC was a request for my
estimate at Pole Hill VOR. I knew that this
would be used to pass across to Manchester
ATC as the next controller. In anticipation,
I had set the expected Manchester frequency
on the number two radio. This is a good
habit well worth acquiring as it considerably
reduces cockpit work load when you become
busy.
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More or less as expected but…
And so the flight progressed, more or less
as expected. That is until I received the
Jersey weather that was very different from
advertised or predicted. The depression
or ‘plughole’ that was supposed to have
moved away was still there. A cloud
base of 200 feet and an RVR of 600
metres (in the days before the single pilot
minima was raised to 800 metres). I
considered diverting to Southampton!
But, hey, we can’t just give in and
capitulate that easily, particularly as I had
about an extra 3 hours of fuel on board.
What is it that they say are the most useless
three things in aviation?
I
Runway behind,
I
Sky above,
I
Fuel in the bowser.
As a newly instrument rated pilot with
little or no load on board, I had maximum
fuel in the tanks. Another habit I maintained
for years thereafter, and I still do.
The Jersey control zone is huge and covers
a big area. The controllers are great and keen
on radar vectors, which suits me just fine as
they put me right on both the centreline and
the glide slope which made the ILS capture
very easy when compared to coming in off a
hold or other procedure.
I made four approaches and go-arounds
to 220 feet at Jersey on the westerly runway,
before eventually diverting to Guernsey, only
to land on the easterly runway having seen
the runway lights at 300 feet. So you can
imagine where the ‘plug hole’ was.
The interesting part here was that I
wrongly expected the westerly runway
and had the ILS let down plates out in
anticipation, only having to dispose of them
hurriedly on to the right hand seat and
rummage around for the right ones. Nobody
wants to call ATC and ask them for the ILS
frequency.
I think that this baptism was a fair test
and a very good example of why we do so
much training, as we never really know
what to expect. We are on our own, no help,
no instructor to say ‘I have control’ and no
simulator operator to freeze the flight and
review the mistakes.
Since then I have made lots and lots of
IFR flights, some in nice conditions, many
in terrible conditions, but the one thing I
can say is thank goodness for my instrument
rating.
Douglas Baillie is an ex-RAF pilot with
thousands of hours flying time and currently
holds a JAR CPL/IR. He has many hours of
single pilot light twin experience, operating
commercially and privately in
the UK and Western Europe.
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Regulatory roundup - behind the scenes
By Paul Draper

B

oring, boring, boring, I hear you cry!
But, necessary, necessary and even more
necessary, I respond! So bear with me and
I will try to make this less turgid than it
might at first seem. A lot happened in the
last couple of weeks of October, such that I
was at five meetings and could not get any
material to the editor in time for the last
issue of Instrument Pilot.

Parliamentary Aviators Group
To take the last first Roger Hopkinson
- of the Light Aircraft Association - and
I, wearing our General Aviation Alliance
(GAA) hats, prepared a detailed briefing for
the Parliamentary Aviators Group (PAG)
and met them at the House of Commons
on 22nd October. Lord Robin Rotherwick
(a fellow member) is our main point of
contact. We have done this on several
occasions in the past but little did we expect
we would be invited (‘summoned’ actually
as Gerald Howarth, the chairman, put
it!) to be in their meeting with the CAA
chairman and other heads of department.
This shows firstly that GAA is now well
established and secondly its opinions count.
In fact one of my other meetings a week
beforehand had been the first AGM of GAA
(after four years!) post its establishment
in a bar in Brussels where fellow member
Roger Dunn, Roger Hopkinson and I
felt it essential we got together with other
associations to deal with the CAA and
EASA as a more unified voice. At that
stage AOPA also agreed to join in but has
since decided to continue ‘going it alone’.
So, what was achieved at the PAG and
CAA meeting? Well, the CAA now know we
are (and have been) involved with the PAG
and that is important for our other dealings
with them: the parliamentarians are able to
hold them to account. In terms of current
matters we have now heard directly that the
CAA has no remit to promote the aviation
industries’ interests as UK plc; hopefully the
PAG might be able to rectify that in time.
We also know they are with us in relation
to the OfCom spectrum pricing proposals
– safety is vital and they agree international
treaties have to take precedence. But don’t be
complacent as the Treasury are after every
income producing area they can get and
OfCom are determined!
The CAA’s Strategic Review is progressing
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well under Roger Hopkinson’s chairmanship
of the Strategic Forum (another benefit
of having GAA), and a report is almost
completed for the CAA board. This was
partly reviewed at the General Aviation
Consultative Committee (GACC) meeting
at Gatwick of which I am PPL/IR Europe’s
member and attended on 17th October.
The PAG were able to press the CAA in
turn to press the Department for Transport
(DfT) and government to implement the
promised safeguarding of aerodromes
many of which have been under threat of
redevelopment for non-aviation activities.
Also to simplify procedures for aerodromes
to obtain approvals for GPS approaches: the
CAA say this will be happening. Training
at non-licensed airfields is set to happen
but there may be some delay due to EASA’s
consultation on air traffic management and
aerodromes. We had assurances regarding
UAVs with the CAA rightly insisting the
safety aspects be dealt with before they are
extended further. Meetings are underway on
that.
The CAA stated they wish the IMC to
be extended in use across Europe and are
taking that line with EASA. Graham Forbes
(head of Flight Crew Licensing at CAA) was
particularly grateful to PPL/IR Europe for
their help on the IR proposals. Furthermore
Graham will be the CAA representative
on the forthcoming EASA working group
looking into this (NPA 17 and FCL.008)
as should we, for hopefully we are to be
given a place via our membership of Europe
Air Sports who are one of the few able to
nominate members (Ed. a place has now
been confirmed, see Chairman’s Corner, on
page 13). The next day, David Chapman,
head of Flight Operations Division at CAA,
was to have a meeting with EASA about the
vexed question of foreign registered aircraft,
another hot EASA topic. Proposals on this
from EASA are due on 17th December
(good Christmas reading!). Whilst I think
the CAA accepts that US-registered aircraft
are not a particular problem, there is no
doubt that some third country operators’
aircraft are. The PAG pressed for a sensible
solution to the associated licensing issues to
be found.
So there you have the ‘meat’ of an hour
and a half’s meeting (which took at least two
days to prepare for!). To get the members
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of the PAG together for such a time is no
mean achievement of their chairman Gerald
Howarth and shows the importance they
allocate to it.

And the other meetings?
Well, I need not dwell on an AGM
for GAA which continues and gains
strength and recognition now with
nine national member associations with
over 70,000 individual members.
NATMAC was the normal round up
of airspace issues covering some items
mentioned above and more such as Single
European Sky (SESAR) update, and
environmental protection (EASA NPA
2008-15). Then there was the GACC where
apart from the Strategic Forum report
we also discussed the current European
regulation scene, ELTs and expansion of
8.33 kHz radio spectrum.
Finally, the NATS GA partnership. This
group met at Swanwick on 15th October
and we debated various issues including the
introduction of ATSOCAS, where controller
workload is likely to increase and NATS
has concerns over pilots being trained and
capable of the new procedures. Mode S
transmissions are not always showing up
correctly and some pilots are not changing
their indicated call signs on their Mode S
units. NATS has been working with the
airlines over risk issues in uncontrolled
airspace and ‘risk managing’ routes. Anglia
radar cover limits and the possibility of the
military covering a current ‘blank’ spot
arose as a result of a member encountering
a problem in the southern North Sea. And
some potentially good news on the current
practice of being ‘dumped at Detling’ for
aircraft having to route to an airfield under
the London TMA. After a lot of pegging
away, NATS is now addressing this issue and
planning to ‘group’ smaller airfields with a
local large one where the host STAR routes
can be utilised; more news in due course. We
are also likely to be involved in the ‘Future
airspace study’ where, outside of this group, I
was invited to help set the scope of the study.
The results of this are now with Government
and NATS awaits policy guidance before
starting the main work.
Boring it is not, time consuming it is, but
if we are to try to protect our future
then it’s also necessary.
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EUROSTUFF

By John Pickett

European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA)

EU and UK - duty on aviation fuel
The uncertainty over the impact of excise duty on aviation fuels
as a result of the EU Energy Products Directive has finally been
resolved. Whether or not you are pleased with the outcome
will depend on whether you are a user of Avgas or Avtur/ Jet
A1, and also whether you are engaged in recreational flying.
General aviation had been facing the threat of significantly
increased fuel prices across the board due to increased taxes.
Avgas has finally been reclassified as a specialist fuel and this has
meant that in the UK there has to be only a very slight increase in
the price, regardless of the type of flying. Duty was to have been
30.03 pence per litre from 1st November 2008 onwards; however, at
the time of writing it has just been announced that at the same time
as the VAT rate is reduced from 17½% to 15% on 1st December
2008 the duty on Avgas will be increased to 31.03 pence per litre.
In contrast, from 1st November Avtur/ Jet A1 fuel that is used
by turbine-powered aircraft engaged in recreational flying became
subject to duty of 50.35 pence per litre such that the price was
considerably increased. Now, at the same time as the VAT rate is
reduced from 1st December 2008, duty on Avtur is to be further
increased to 52.35 pence per litre and then to 54.19 pence per litre
from 1st April 2009.
But training and commercial flights will be exempt from the
increased duty on Avtur introducing some interesting practical issues
as to how to collect the extra duty on the small amount used for
recreational flying.
The official UK announcement on all this, Revenue and Customs
brief 50/08, can be found at www.hmrc.gov.uk/briefs/excise-duty/
brief5008.htm. Because of the relatively small amounts involved,
the Government has decided to adopt what has been described as
an ‘honesty box’ system. In future when buying Avtur, the pilots
and operators will have to complete a self declaration form as to
whether or not the fuel will be used for ‘private pleasure-flying’. The
price paid per litre will not include any duty instead the user will
be responsible for declaring and paying what is due direct to HM
Revenue and Customs.
A new definition has entered the fray! If you want to know where
the line is to be drawn between what is, and what isn’t, ‘private
pleasure-flying’ try reading brief 50/08! It definitely includes flying
for recreation either solo, or carrying passengers (unless they are
fee paying), also personal transport other than for business and so
on. However, it appears possible that if the writer flies to an airfield
in order to revalidate an IR the fuel used on that flight carries the
full duty; however the revalidation flight itself might be exempt as
training! Discuss.

T

he European Union tasked the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) with re-generating general aviation in the 27
countries of Europe. The legal power to make laws was given to
EASA in July 2008.
The volume of work produced by EASA is staggering. Although
the writer is only involved with flight crew licensing, training and
aircraft operations, the recent Notices of Proposed Amendments
(NPAs) concerning those areas involve over 2,000 pages of
typescript.
The NPAs are consecutive such that the sequencing of NPAs is
akin to a large number of skiers skiing down a long narrow piste.
A stoppage lower down the piste would cause delays and possibly
the odd skier falling over. The target date of 2012 is ambitious but
at this stage it appears realistic. Details of some of the NPAs and
their effect are set out below. In the writer’s opinion, EASA is to be
complimented on the enthusiastic and detailed manner in which it is
following the EU brief and attempting to rejuvenate general aviation.
A group of NPAs numbered 17a, 17b, and 17c were published on
the 5th May 2008 with a date for the final submission of comments
of 5th September 2008. This date was first changed to the 15th
October 2008 and then to 15th December 2008. These NPAs are
concerned with the introduction of the new pilot licensing and
training system. They include the creation of the new leisure pilot’s
licence (LPL) and ratings, and also the revised medical certification
conditions. The reason for the re-scheduling of the comment date
appears to be unclear. It is rumoured that the number of responses
has been very small. Another reason is that these NPAs need to be
read in conjunction with the proposals concerning aircraft operations
and, at the time of writing, all these proposals had still not been
published.
On the 31st October 2008, NPAs numbered 22a, 22b, 22c,
22d, 22e, and 22f were all published by EASA with an end date for
comment of the 31st January 2009. Whilst all these NPAs will have
an impact on our activities, NPA 22c is of considerable importance.
This NPA concerns the establishment of approved training
organisations. The scope includes the requirements to be met by
an organisation seeking approval to train pilots for licences, ratings
and certificates. A simple statement but one that has far reaching
implications. All organisations providing training will need to be
approved either by a national regulatory authority e.g. CAA, or by
EASA. This includes all those organizations providing training for
PPL, LPL, BPL and SPL both for aeroplanes and helicopters.
The 83 pages of the document contain the requirement for
organisations to establish a comprehensive safety management
system. It also brings into one document the requirements for flight
simulation training devices, distance learning courses, aero medical
centres and numerous other training courses.
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Changes rumoured for VLJ pilots
The operation of very light jets (VLJs) is becoming the
target for investigation. It is rumoured that various
regulatory authorities are considering the pilot training
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and licensing requirements for flying VLJs such as the PiperJet. This aeroplane, it is
claimed, can operate at 360kt, at 35,000 ft, carry full fuel and up to six seats.

By Jim Thorpe

Galileo
The EU has reduced the list of companies wishing to be engaged in the Galileo satellite
navigation project. 21 companies submitted requests to participate in the project and
the EU has selected 11 to go forward to the next phase. Companies from Italy, the
Netherlands, UK, France and Germany are involved. Full details here: www.gsa.
europa.eu/go/news/eleven-candidates-short-listed-in-galileo-procurement-process.

More Russian GLONASS satellites
Meanwhile, in September 2008, three new GLONASS satellites were launched by Russia.
This brings the total number of satellites launched to 17. 18 are needed to provide complete
satellite navigation coverage of Russia and a further six to provide worldwide coverage. Russia
has declared that a further 1.8 billion US dollars will be available for its space programme.

France achieves helicopter first

The first CABRI is delivered. The Cabri G2 is the first light helicopter to
be certified by EASA. The first production version was delivered to French
helicopter operators IXAir. It will be used for training at Toussus-le Noble.

UK - Mode S
It is understood that the UK CAA is continuing to evaluate the responses from phase
two of the introduction of Mode S. Whatever the evaluation shows it appears that it is
here to stay and that every aircraft that operates in any form of controlled airspace or
internationally will need to have the equipment fitted within the next three to four years.

Single pilot cruise concept
Whilst we fly ‘single crew’ for the most of our flying lives the concept of a large commercial
air transport aircraft being flown single crew is alien. Some aircraft manufacturers are
investigating the ‘single pilot cruise concept’ the International Society of Airline Pilots
reports.
The concept is that whilst the aircraft is in the cruise one pilot will fly it solo. So an aircraft
certificated for flying with two pilots as the minimum crew will be flown for a substantial
time by one crew member sitting in the pilot’s seat. The implications are enormous. For
example, recently there have been some incidents where aeroplanes operating at altitudes of
FL 370 and upward have lost cabin pressurization. If such a pressurization failure occurred
requiring an emergency descent, the sole pilot would have to fly the aeroplane, initiate the
emergency descent procedure, talk on the radio, communicate with the cabin attendants,
programme the flight management system, all whilst donning an oxygen mask and
trying to establish the problem.
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EASA FCL.008 - a European
instrument qualification

T

he process of EASA taking over
responsibility for flight crew
licensing has thrown up a number of
problems with regard to national ratings.
Various countries had ratings for activities
such as mountain flying and towing
gliders and of course the UK had the
IMC rating. Nature abhors a vacuum and
EASA abhors national differences. They
have tried hard to create a truly Europewide common system. Nevertheless
they responded constructively to the
very emotional demands to retain the
IMC. This response has taken the form
of establishing a group with the catchy
title FCL.008 charged with proposing a
structure for European instrument flying
qualifications.
The brief for the group is very fair;
it takes it as read that it is desirable for
private pilots to be able to fly in adverse
weather conditions. This group is not
there to debate from first principals but
rather is charged with formulating a
workable plan in some detail. This is a
necessary step in getting such a proposal
through the complicated and lengthy
legislative process in Europe. There are
many factional interests and horse trading
will be an inevitable part of steering any
proposal through to implementation;
however the first stage is putting together
a good proposal and one must give
credit to EASA for giving a European
instrument rating or ratings a decent
chance in the rulemaking process.

Working with and within
EASA - FCL.008
PPL/IR Europe has been involved
for several years in trying to get a
more accessible IR. This has involved
producing papers, a series of discussions
with the CAA and more recently a
group of three of your representatives
presenting our ideas at some length to
EASA in Cologne. Our suggestions were
very well received; however, in spite of
the support from officials, inevitably the
only way forward was to have our ideas
integrated into the rule making process.
P 14 ►
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I don’t want to get too drawn into how
EASA works if only because I don’t claim to
be an expert. There is a lot of explanation of
the process on EASA’s website for those who
are interested. The key priority for us was
to get representation on FCL.008. There
are only two standing committees within
the EASA framework which can propose
members for such ad hoc expert groups and
a nomination from Europe Air Sports (EAS)
was the only way in which PPL/IR Europe
might put a candidate forward. We have
been a member of EAS for some years and
at times have doubted if it was worthwhile.
This is not to denigrate the body or its
leaders. It is rather that its activities have
been driven by the lighter end of general
aviation and often seems to be dominated
by the gliding community who are better
organised and more politically aware than
most of GA. Credit must go to Paul Draper
for persistently fighting our corner and
retaining enthusiasm at times when the
value of our participation in EAS was not
obvious. A quirk of the EASA system is that
committee members, although they may be
sponsored by organisation are deemed to
act as independent experts. This means that
no substitution is allowed and an individual
must agree to attend personally a series of
meetings in Europe without knowing the
dates or scope of the commitment. After
some considerable lobbying behind the
scenes, EASA has accepted my nomination
and I am now an official expert!
The committee consists of seven people,
three nominated by the national aviation
authorities (including the CAA), one
European professional pilot representative
and three nominated by EAS: myself, one
from a flying training body and one from
IAOPA. Some background research would
indicate that only two of this group could be
expected to be generally unfavourable to any
change in the status quo.

A way forward?
Much has appeared in this magazine,
and on our forum, about how the IR
could be made more accessible without
any reduction in quality. I won’t rehearse
the arguments here but just give you the
bullet points we will be putting forward.
Please understand that there is no chance
of root and branch reform. It is no use
coming forward with radical proposals
to revamp the whole airspace system or
adopt the FAA system. We are part of
Europe and the European way of doing
things is now established. We are working
within the system towards changes which
stand some chance of acceptance.
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Therefore within the basic ICAO
framework and standards, we argue for:
I
Simplified theoretical knowledge (TK),
I
TK testing on line,
I
No compulsory class room element of
TK,
I
Flight testing by commercial examiners.
I
Competence based rather than hours
based training.
Of these a simplified TK syllabus is
already accepted in principle, online testing
is under active consideration and other
countries have commercial examiners so
the UK will have to follow suit. The most
controversial proposal is to argue for the
flight test to be when a candidate is deemed
by an approved training organization to be
ready, not when they have received 50 or
more hours instruction. There does seem
to be a real possibility that a European
IR could become very comparable in
complexity to the FAA IR.
If we turn to the IMC rating it is obvious
it only works in the context of UK airspace
definitions and, in particular, our use of
Class A airspace. Hardly any other country
has Class A airways, most are Class C and
some such as France even have Class E. We
therefore needed to come up with a flexible
structure which can adapt to the needs and
attitudes of other countries.

A modular approach
For whatever historical reason the EASA
proposals contain a ten hour basic
instrument rating. This is in our view not
a particularly useful concept as it stands
since it confers no privileges other than
the training being allowed against the full
IR training requirement; however, it exists
and could be built on. We are therefore
suggesting it might be the first stage of a
European instrument qualification (EIQ)
carrying the privileges of flight under
IMC in defined and fairly benign weather
conditions but not giving the right to
conduct instrument approaches. Without
going into too much detail, the aim is that
this basic level EIQ would serve the needs
of the majority of IMC rated pilots for
flying VFR on top, escaping inadvertent
IMC entry and having enough skill to
perform an instrument approach under real
emergency conditions only. This basic EIQ
stage would be examined by flight test.
The second EIQ stage would be a modular
process in which candidates would be
authorised by log book sign offs for various
approach types and various types of airfields.
This approach owes a lot to the successful
Australian modular system. The airspace
and airfields where this qualification would
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be valid would be set out in schedules which
would be issued on a national basis. This
would allow some countries to be more
generous in the allocation of privileges and
others to be more restrictive. One could
envisage that some countries could end up
with a UK IMC like situation whereas others
would only have the basic EIQ with limited
privileges in Class G airspace only.
If the more accessible full IR was
competence based then experienced gained
with the EIQ would be directly relevant to
gaining a full IR. The whole system would
be modular and coherent. Candidates would
do whatever training was needed to meet
current test standards. It may well be that
the average candidate would take a similar
number of hours to obtain an IR as under
the current prescriptive system. It might
well be that a candidate doing an EIQ first
and spreading the training over several years
would take significantly more instructional
hours to reach the standard. This is surely
irrelevant. The syllabus and the test standard
is well established. There is and will
continue to be no difference in the relevant
flying standards of PPL IR holders and CPL
IR holders.

What next?
At the time of writing these ideas have
been explored with our own membership,
the CAA, AOPA and the LAA. They
seem to have been generally welcomed.
The first meeting of the EASA FCL.008
committee is in December and only then
will the potential for progress really become
clear; however, I choose to be optimistic.
There are many hurdles and potential
pitfalls but there seems to be a real chance
that a sensible structure for regulating
instrument flying across Europe might
emerge. Maybe the shameful situation
that proportionately 10 times more US
PPLs hold an instrument rating than do
European PPLs can start to be put right.
European Aviation Safety Agency

TERMS OF REFERENCE
Task

FCL.008 (a) & (b)

Issue:

1

Date:

31 October 2008

Regulatory reference

Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008
of the Council of 20 February 20

The full Terms of Reference for
FCL.008 can be found here:
www.easa.eu.int/ws_prod/r/doc/TORs1/
ToR%20FCL.008%20(a)(b).pdf
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Pilots’ talk
Compiled By David Bruford

Dates for your diary
Early 2009. Guided visit to
AAIB, Farnborough

T

his will be a half day visit, midweek.
Visit agreed but date still to be
confirmed. Further details will appear on the
website. Questions or expressions of interest
to Steve Dunnett (meetings@pplir.org).

5th February 2009 - ‘Youth in
Aviation’ banquet
The Guild of Air Pilots is holding a
banquet to commemorate the 70th
anniversary of Alex Henshaw’s 1939
record-breaking Cape Flights.
Although one of the most famous
Spitfire test pilots (who also barrel-rolled
a Lancaster for fun!) Henshaw was always
a civvy. A pioneer from the golden age of
flying, he flew his tiny Mew Gull from
London to Cape Town and back (over West
Africa including 1,300 miles across the
Sahara) with no radio and no navigation
aids except a compass. His solo/single-engine
records to and from Cape Town, and for the
round trip, are still unbroken after 70 years!
The Banquet is a fund-raising event – the
theme being ‘Youth in Aviation’ – and
will be held at the ‘Milestones of Flight’
gallery, RAF Museum (Hendon). Guests of
honour are Richard Noble OBE and Wing
Commander Andy Green OBE: The former
and current world land speed record holders.
There will be an auction of various
exciting ‘aviation experiences that money
can’t (normally) buy’. The funds raised will
go towards all or some of the following,
depending upon how much money is raised:
Air Cadets Organisation, an ‘Alex Henshaw’
bursary for a South African student to
attend an Air Safety Management Course
at the City University, London and an ‘Alex
Henshaw’ Flying Scholarship. The event is
open to all and a ticket application form can
be downloaded from www.gapan.org/news/
flyers/Alex%20Henshaw%20commemorat
ion%20Hendon.pdf.
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3rd to 14th March 2009. PPL/
IR Europe Australia tour
Flying out by commercial airlines, allowing
one/two days to validate CAA/JAA/FAA
licences for issue of Australian CAA
restricted licence, followed by seven to ten
day coastal and outback tour in locally
rented aircraft. Trips may be extended at
beginning or end for personal sightseeing.
Organised by PPL/IR Europe member
David Massey now living in Sydney.
Expressions of interest and booking details
from Jim Thorpe (chairman@pplir.org).

April 2009. PPL/IR Europe
One day meeting and AGM
Date, venue and presentation topics still to
be determined.

12 - 14th June 2009. Aero
Expo will be returning to
Wycombe Air Park
Following our successful participation
earlier this year, with both a stand
and our contribution to the seminar
programme, we are considering what
form an active PPL/IR Europe presence
should take next year. The website for
2009, www.expo.aero, is already up and
running. Reserve the dates in your diary.

26 - 27th June or 4 - 5th July
2009. Weekend meeting,
Angoulême/Cognac, France

Combining gastronomy, a tour of vineyards
and a major cognac house (Courvoisier
in Jarnac), and seminar presentations on
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the Sunday morning. We will be staying
at the Château de l’Yeuse. We propose
to use Angoulême as the airfield for
arrivals, as it is a designated customs/
immigration port of entry with full IFR
procedures, whereas Cognac is military
and does not have customs facilities.
Full details are on the website.
Organised by local member Willem
van Rijk. Please address visit queries to
Willem (vanrijkwillem@orange.fr) and
expressions of interest and booking forms
to Steve Dunnett (meetings@pplir.org).

September PPL/IR Europe
2009 autumn tour
A seven or eight day tour is under
consideration. Please send expressions of
interest to Jim Thorpe (chairman@pplir.org).

UK key airshow dates 2009
www.aeroflight.co.uk/shows/showdate.htm.

ACI Europe registers a
negative passenger monthly
traffic figure for first time
The overall passenger traffic at European
airports decreased by 0.4% in July
2008 compared with July 2007. This
is the first time since August 2002 that
ACI Europe has registered a negative
passenger monthly traffic figure.
The overall freight traffic among
European airports decreased 2.9% in July
2008 compared with the corresponding
month in 2007. The overall figure for
movements at European airports decreased
0.1% in July 2008 compared with July 2007.
Passenger figures for July 2008 indicate
that Group 3 airports (airports welcoming
between 5 and 10 million passengers per
year) had the largest increase in traffic - with
an average increase of 1.2% compared with
July 2007 - and an average increase of 5.9%
compared with July 2006.
Airports welcoming more than 25
million passengers per year (Group 1),
airports welcoming between 10 and 25
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million passengers (Group 2) and airports
welcoming less than 5 million passengers
(Group 4) reported an average increase
/ decrease of -1.0%, -0.9% and +1.0%
respectively when compared with July 2007.
The same comparison of July 2008 with
July 2006 demonstrates an average increase
of +5.4%, +5.5% and +11.6% respectively.
www.aci-europe.org/

Knowledgeable stuff to talk
about at the clubhouse bar…
Van Nuys Airport, situated in the San
Fernando Valley section of the city limits
of Los Angeles, California claims to be
the third busiest general aviation airport
in the world. Strangely nowhere seems to
be claiming the first and second places.
Britain is the most confused country
in the European Union when it comes
to metrication, or lack of it. While local
authorities continue to prosecute family
butchers for selling meat by the pound,
they fly heights in feet and land on runway
lengths of metres. They fill aircraft in litres
which they convert to US gallon to calculate
endurance. On a hot day the Brits say the
temperature is in the 80s (Fahrenheit) but
when it’s freezing say ‘It’s got to be at least
zero (Centigrade).’ No wonder they invested
in banks that deal in the Krona.
When British Airways wanted to merge
with Spanish carrier Iberia they had to refer
the matter to the British Government’s
Monopolies Commission, yet Britain only
has one Monopolies Commission. This
seems a little hypocritical.

Royal Aero Club Trust
bursaries for 2009

The Royal Aero Club Trust has opened its
bursary scheme for young people for the
2009 season. Each bursary, of up to £500,
is available to anyone between 16 and 21
years of age wishing to progress their interest
in either air sports or aviation. The closing
date for applications is 31st March 2009.
The Royal Aero Club Trust has been
running the programme for nine years
and a wide range of bursaries has been
awarded. Activities available in the
programme include gliding, ballooning,
paragliding, hang gliding, parachuting,
flying microlights, motor gliders, fixed wing
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or light aeroplanes and helicopters, building
and flying model aircraft. Bursaries are also
available for personal computer or flight
simulator pilots wishing to have their first
experience of an air sport.
Applicants must be UK citizens, resident
in the UK, and training and flying can
only be conducted at Clubs, Associations
or training establishments in the UK.
Applications, which must arrive at the Trust
by 31st March 2009, are to be submitted
through a Sponsoring Organisation, Club or
Association.
Full details, rules and an application form
are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust
web site, www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/.

New TAF format and related
changes
In accordance with changes to ICAO
Annex 3, Amendment 74, the ‘validity’
time and ‘change’ time formats have
changed to accommodate migration to
TAFs with validity up to 30 hours. In
essence this requires the inclusion of
‘day of month’ information to remove
any ambiguity from time periods. The
changes have taken place as of 00:01 UTC
on Wednesday 5th November 2008.
Old practice. The old system for
indicating time and validity groups in TAFs
is shown in the fictitious forecasts below (24
hour TAF).
TAF EGLL 152230Z 160606
13018KT 9999 BKN020 BECMG
0608 SCT013CB BKN020 TEMPO
0812 17025G45KT 3000 TSRA
BKN008CB BECMG 1214 20015KT
FEW020 TEMPO 0306 4000 BR=
New practice since 5th November 2008.
The new system for indicating time and
validity groups in TAFs is shown in the
fictitious forecasts below (30 hour TAF).
TAF EGLL 160505Z 1606/1712
13018KT 9999 BKN020 BECMG
1606/1608 SCT013CB BKN020
TEMPO 1608/1612 17025G45KT 3000
TSRA BKN008CB BECMG 1612/1614
20015KT FEW020 TEMPO 1703/1706
4000 BR TEMPO 1709/1712 BKN012=
The format of the issue time does not
change. The practice of issuing ‘Long TAFs’
and ‘Short TAFs’ for the same airport is
ceased. Each airport receives now only one
type of TAF.
To request TAF via SMS services: If you
do not know, what type of TAF is available
for the airport of your interest, use a new
command WF, as WFEKBI or WFBLL.
The command will return the type of TAF
which is available for the requested airport.
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Cannes slots work, though a
little too well

The requirement for takeoff and landing
slots has been suspended at France’s
Cannes-Mandelieu Airport during the
winter months, but the slot system might
be reintroduced next March. According
to data released last week, a trial period
of slot coordination imposed by air
traffic controllers between May 23rd and
September 15th significantly reduced
delays at the airport, but also caused overall
traffic levels at the popular gateway to
Cote d’Azur resorts to fall. Only four IFR
arrivals were permitted each hour and up
to six departures, with a maximum of just
nine total movements per hour. The IFR
arrival procedure took 13 minutes from the
stack position to landing because controllers
would not let an aircraft leave the stack
until the previous aircraft had completed
its landing. According to Umberto Vallino,
Cannes-Mandelieu Airport’s marketing
and customer relations manager, the slot
coordination trial reduced flight delays by as
much as 70 percent. However, traffic levels
declined over the peak summer months,
with at least 300 business aircraft having to
use other airports such as Nice, Le Castellet
and Toulon during this period.

Eurocontrol statistics and
forecasts
The most recent short-term forecast update
revised down the traffic growth for Europe
as a whole and for many individual States.
Particular weak points are Italy, Spain
and the UK but the effects are widespread
through the network. The forecast for
growth in Europe (Eurocontrol Statistical
Reference Area) in 2008 is between 1.8%
and 2.3%, about 1.4% lower than in the
previous forecast with 1.8% the most likely
value. In 2009, the baseline forecast for
Europe as a whole is for a forecast range
of -0.4% to 2.2%, but with the low-case
(-0.4%) looking more likely and further
downward revisions probable as economic
news gets no better (Eurocontrol Shortterm Forecast, September 2008).
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Lycoming appeal of crankshaft case quashed
The lawyer for a Navasota, Texas-based foundry says the Supreme
Court of Texas has upheld a lower court ruling absolving his
client of wrongdoing in the manufacture of faulty crankshafts
that were installed in Lycoming engines. In 2005, Interstate
Southwest won a jury decision that not only found it blameless,
but also found Lycoming liable for fraud in the case. Lycoming
appealed and the Supreme Court rejected that appeal. ‘This
Supreme Court decision means Interstate Southwest wins and
Lycoming loses – it’s as simple as that,’ attorney Marty Rose
said in a news release; ‘A jury of 12 people looked at this and
said that Lycoming was to blame. This decision affirms that.’
The case goes back to 2003 when a series of crankshaft failures in
high-horsepower Lycomings prompted a massive recall. Lycoming
sued Interstate, which made the cranks, but the jury found that it was
Lycoming’s design, particularly the addition of vanadium to the alloy
mix, that weakened the cranks. Interstate maintained that the cranks
were made to Lycoming specs and Rose says the Supreme Court
ruling affirms the part maker ‘made no mistakes’ in the process.

Trip to Granada
By Peter Holy
Part 1 of 2
Pre-flight
preparation

Operators ‘Non-positive’ about ADS-B
A cost-benefit case for ADS-B equipage of general aviation aircraft
cannot be made, concluded an Aviation Rulemaking Committee
(ARC) in an FAA report published in September. Analysis of
public comments relating to the September 2007 ADS-B Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) showed 101 positive and
1,271 “non-positive” responses. Most commentators regarded the
plan as offering little or no benefit compared with its compliance
costs. The FAA subsequently appointed the ARC to recommend
improvements to the document. The NPRM mandated ADS-B
‘Out’ (broadcasting) units in all aircraft by 2020, but these provide
pilots with no more than their current transponders, which remain
required as ADS-B backups. The more expensive ADS-B ‘In’
equipment, whose cockpit displays show other aircraft, was not
mandated. But sources say that without incentives, many operators
might delay buying ADS-B ‘Out’ equipment, assuming that, like
GPS units and personal computers, avionics prices will fall over the
next 12 years while units purchased today could be obsolete by 2020.
As one FAA insider conceded, ‘We didn’t anticipate it might be
interpreted that way.’
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his article, in two parts, describes an IFR (airways) flight from
Shoreham (EGKA) in the UK to Granada (LEGR) in Spain.
The return journey would include a stop at Zaragoza (LEZG).
This flight was my longest one to date, in terms of both distance
and airborne time, and required very careful fuel management.
Fortunately the aircraft has a precise fuel flowmeter (accurate to
< 1%) linked to the GPS so the pilot has a continuously updated
forecast of fuel remaining at the planned destination.

The aircraft
The aircraft is a 2002 Socata TB20GT which has a zero-fuel
‘book’ range of approximately 1,100nm and a cruise speed of
155kt TAS at 10,000ft. Extra economical cruise power settings can
extend the range to 1,300nm. It has a ceiling of about 20,000ft
and is equipped with oxygen but is not certified for flight into
icing conditions although it has a TKS de-iced propeller.
Navigation equipment includes a KLN94 IFR/BRNAV GPS and
a KMD550 MFD and these are used for primary navigation. The
aircraft has a KFC225 autopilot which can track VOR/GPS/LOC/
ILS and fly a preset altitude or vertical speed. There is an additional
battery powered Garmin 496 GPS which also provides an audio
terrain warning (TAWS) function with a European terrain and
obstacle database.
P 18 ►

New FAA accident library
Those who don’t learn from the mistakes of the past are destined to
repeat them. That’s why the FAA has announced the establishment
of a new online safety library that teaches lessons learned from
‘some of the world’s most historically significant transport airplane
accidents.’ Many of the lessons learned from these tragedies are
timeless, the FAA said, and are applicable to all pilots regardless of
what airplane(s) they fly. The FAA hopes that ‘by learning from the
past, aviation professionals can use that knowledge to recognize key
factors, and potentially prevent another accident from occurring
under similar circumstances, or for similar reasons, in the future.’
In its initial release, the library lists 11 major airplane accidents,
but the agency plans to add 40 more by the end of next year. Each
accident entry features the investigation findings, resulting safety
recommendations and subsequent regulatory and policy changes,
if any, as well as unsafe conditions that existed and precursors
that pointed to an impending accident. Most important, the FAA
said, are that lessons learned from the investigation are grouped
into relevant technical areas or themes, such as organizational
lapses, human error, flawed assumptions, pre-existing
failures and unintended consequences of design choices.
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Peter’s TB20 makes an excellent touring aircraft
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Peter’s Canon IP90 portable printer and Thinkpad X60s 1704 for preflight planning
◄ P 17
Equipment
submitted to CFMU for validation. The
On any significant trip I carry a laptop
resulting error messages are interpreted,
(Thinkpad X60s 1704) and sometimes the
appropriate exclusions or level changes
Canon IP90 lightweight portable printer.
are added, and the process is repeated
The laptop carries flight planning
as necessary. Most European routes
software (Navbox for VFR and Jeppesen
are validated after just a few automatic
Flitestar for IFR/airways), and also approach iterations. Very occasionally, one needs to
plates and enroute charts in electronic
add exclusion manually. The end result is
format (Jeppview). It also has Internet access validated for the actual date/time of the
via WIFI, GPRS and 3G. This enables one
planned fight, which can be done up to
to get weather and Notams; file flight plans; five days ahead. This program reduces a
and send faxes to airports. And for longer
sometimes horrendous process to a minute
trips it enables routings to be re-worked
or two. I have so far tested it with every
anytime on the ground. It can also connect
airways route I have ever done and it did
via Bluetooth to a Thuraya satellite phone
them all very easily, with a trivial manual
for Internet and fax functions anywhere.
intervention in some cases.
Most importantly, it achieves
Flight plans are filed electronically, using
independence from airport weather briefing
either Homebriefing (www.homebriefing.
and flight plan filing services which are at
com) or the new UK NATS AFPEx (https://
best an unpredictable waste of time and may ts3.flightplanningonline.co.uk/) facility.
be missing altogether. Obviously all possible
While AFPEx is free, it is available only to
planning is done before departure, at one’s
UK resident pilots. It is also not generally
home where Internet and printing cost
suitable for use while travelling because it
virtually nothing.
forces a fresh download of its 5MB Java
application which is infeasible if one is
European IFR airways
using GPRS/3G data or if using an Internet
cafe computer. Either facility will however
route generation
accept flight plans without geographical
This has always been a difficult process
restrictions. Because Homebriefing costs
because the European airways system
about €4 per flight plan, I tend to use
contains a huge number of rules and
AFPEx whenever I can get a fast low cost
restrictions, with thousands of changes
Internet connection on my own computer,
loaded into the database every day.
and save the Homebriefing facility for the
Eurocontrol/CFMU have never made
remaining situations.
their in-house route generation tools or the
Notams are obtained using the traditional
current airway database available externally,
UK NATS website. I use the narrow route
though CFMU do offer a route validation
briefing only and one simply pastes the
tool at www.cfmu.eurocontrol.int/j_cia_
airways route in there. With IFR flights,
public/cia_public/pages/ifpuv-structured.
enroute situations e.g. restricted areas due
jsf; however, this time I used a new software
to air shows, are not normally an issue
tool Autoplan IFR (www.autoplan.aero/).
because Eurocontrol and ATC will make
This program generates valid and usable
sure no airways traffic is routed where it
lower airways routings for anywhere in
should not go, but Notams remain vital
Europe. The route is initially determined
for airport information such as out of
using a maze algorithm to find the shortest
service instrument approaches and PPR
route through the airway maze and is then
requirements.
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PPR (prior permission required) is a
disease which is spreading through Europe
and the rest of the world. The usual
pretence is that the airport needs to ‘regulate
apron capacity’ even if it is big enough to
park the whole of its air force plus the air
forces of its enemies. It is highly desirable
to obtain a positive confirmation from each
planned stop.
I normally fax any airport before flying
there with standard questions e.g. do they
need PPR? do they have Avgas? costs? etc..
This is a simple process which often turns
up information which is totally wrong in
the standard printed flight guides or flight
planning software. In this case, Granada
did not respond to four faxes (two to ATC
and two to AIS) and a phone call elicited a
response that their fax machine cannot dial
international calls! Nevertheless they were
most helpful in confirming that Granada
does not need prior notification.
Where you find the numbers to fax - if
you speak the language, or want to chance it
using English - is another story! The official
source is the national AIP. Most countries
have their own websites and a list of these
is on the Eurocontrol website. There is
also a general Eurocontrol website (www.
ead.eurocontrol.int/eadcms/eadsite/index.
php.html) whose user interface is rather
obscure. Most of these need you to create
a login/password for registration. Other
sources of numbers, much less reliable, are
airport directories such as AC-U-KWIK
(www.acukwik.com/) or – a last resort
- the databases which come with flight
planning software already mentioned.
Airports frequently change numbers
without publishing the new ones. The ACU-KWIK product is not too bad when it
comes to numbers of handling agents who
in turn can give you the current airport
administration contacts. A final trick is to
phone a nearby big airport and gradually
work one’s way up the food chain to its
tower staff who in turn are sure to have
the current numbers for the ATC of other
airports.

Weather information
My usual sources for weather for IFR/
airways trips are the MSLP charts in the
first instance which are available up to five
days ahead and show obvious features,
the SigWx form which shows weather
above FL100 (available about 18 hours
ahead) and TAFs/METARs for departure,
destination, alternate, and perhaps some
airports along the route. For more shortterm detail, this data is supplemented with
weather radar, Sferics and satellite images.
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The return flight weather was not
examined because this was a one week
holiday and one cannot get a meaningful
forecast one week ahead.

Fuel planning and
engine management

Flying airways, VFR on top, with Biarritz appearing through the cloud en route to Granada
Airways flight in Europe has to be done
at certain minimum altitudes (the airway
MEAs) and if there is any cloud these
altitudes would normally place the aircraft
into cloud. Therefore, the general strategy
for IFR flight is to climb until VMC on top
is reached and stay there in the sunshine
for the entire flight. Anything else results
in an unpleasant and potentially turbulent
flight with - especially over many hours
- a high chance of icing. Another risk in
entering IMC when enroute is that one
obviously cannot see ahead and a serious
deterioration in the conditions cannot be
detected until it gets bad enough to show up
on a stormscope or - if you have one - radar.
Therefore, the above weather sources are
supplemented by more modern sources such
as Meteoblue and NOAA which offer data
on vertical cloud profiles, as well as offering
longer range forecasts. However, the quality
of cloud tops forecasting remains poor and
one is doing well if the forecast is within a
few thousand feet of reality! (Ed: See also
Peter’s article Cloud Tops in Instrument
Pilot 65.)
For this trip, for the day of departure
(planned for 08:00Z) the 06:00 and 12:00
MSLP charts showed a lack of fronts along
the proposed route, which is always a good
start, but also showed troughs in France.
The 06:00 SigWx showed nothing of
relevance at high level along the route, other
than some stuff over the English Channel.
The icing hazard charts for 06:00 and
12:00 did not show anything affecting the
route. I occasionally look at these but don’t
think they mean a great deal. Obviously
icing is a hazard only when flying in IMC
which I don’t do anyway when enroute,
and my experience is that during a flight of
some hours in IMC, at temperatures 0°C to
-15°C, one is virtually certain to get at least
some ice.
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The MSLP charts showed a trough over
western France and to get some idea of the
conditions there I looked at the most recent
available for Bordeaux which indeed showed
IMC to around FL140. This was not a
problem as the TB20 can go a lot higher.
Other charts for the rough area of the route
were fine: Zaragoza, Murcia and Gibraltar.
These ascents come from the meteorology
website of the University of Cologne www.
meteo.uni-koeln.de/meteo.php?show=En_
In_Ue.
Finally, on the morning of the flight I
got the TAFs and METARs which showed
bad weather over western France and fine
elsewhere. Plus the 06:00 visible and infrared
satellite images which surprisingly did not
appear to show any significant cloud over the
French portion of the route - weird! Also on
the morning of the flight, the weather radar
and Sferics images did not show any heavy
concentrated stuff over the French portion
although they did show some lightning.
A day or so earlier I telephoned a
professional forecaster who reckoned the
IMC over the French bit of the route would
be no higher than 8,000ft, with some
scattered TCUs or CBs. His forecast was not
very accurate - the organised IMC turned
out to have tops around 19,000ft.
The wind forecast, obtained from various
sources, suggested a relatively neutral
crosswind over France, becoming a tailwind
of around 10kt over Spain.
Based on this rather mixed bag of actuals
and forecasts I decided to go because:
I - departure weather was self evidently not
a problem for climbing through;
I - destination weather was obviously going
to be fine, and
I - there was insufficient evidence suggesting organised cloud tops enroute would
exceed the TB20 operating ceiling of
20,000ft.
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Fuel planning was particularly important
on this trip due to the long initial flight of
nearly 900nm.
A great deal has been written on engine
management but much of it appears overly
complicated. The following notes do assume
that you have the following instrumentation:
a multi-cylinder engine monitor e.g. the
EDM700, and an accurate fuel flowmeter/
totaliser e.g. Shadin. Without these
instruments there is simply no way to set up
the engine properly and one has to fly with
generous margins which result in reduced
range and the waste of a lot of fuel.
All normal petrol burning engines deliver
best efficiency (horsepower per fuel flow)
at 25°F LOP (lean of peak). In practice,
the efficiency curve is relatively flat in that
region and operating simply at peak EGT is
nearly as good. This is called stochiometric
combustion.
There is a widespread belief in GA that
operating LOP yields huge efficiency
improvements but despite the most careful
tests I have not been able to replicate this.
Flying at constant IAS and constant prop
rpm i.e. keeping thrust, airframe drag
and prop efficiency all constant, there is a
roughly 10% fuel saving between 75°F ROP
and peak EGT, but under 1% fuel saving
between peak EGT and any LOP setting.
What does make a big difference to MPG is
flying slower!
The most efficient way to climb is the
constant EGT method: pick any cylinder,
note its EGT shortly after takeoff, and lean
throughout the climb so as to maintain that
EGT. This also yields a near constant CHT,
and saves a fair bit of fuel when compared
to climbing full-rich which is the traditional
method. It sidesteps the eventual need to
lean anyway at high altitude and enables a
continuous best power climb all the way to
the aircraft’s operating ceiling - neat!
The highest power output is obtained
around 100°F ROP. This is useful for high
altitude flight in a non-turbocharged aircraft
when you want all power you can get and
you aren’t too bothered about fuel flow.
Engine friction losses reduce at a lower
rpm and this yields a significant efficiency
gain.
Finally, altitude helps because – up to a
point - an aircraft flies more easily in thinner
P 20 ►
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air; however, engine efficiency is not constant over its power output,
is poor at the very low power outputs one gets at say FL200, and the
result is that the best ‘mpg’ is obtained around 10,000ft for most
normally aspirated GA aircraft types.
The TB20 flight manual contains fuel consumption data but
for some reason this was not generated from actual performance.
The ‘best economy’ values - which one assumes refer to peak
EGT operation (but Socata have never clarified this) - are 10-20%
conservative. The reason may have been ignorance or a desire to
publish conservative data since the early TB20s did not have any
engine instrumentation.
It turns out that using optimal engine management a TB20 can fly
for about 1,300nm, some 20% further than the published data. This
can be achieved using several combinations of rpm and fuel flow,
but the best appears to be 10,000ft, wide open throttle, 2,200rpm
and 25°F LOP. The fuel flow in this condition is 9.0 US gallons/hr)
which delivers a TAS of 140kt and, with 86.2 USG of usable fuel,
gives a zero-fuel endurance of 9.3 hours. At 140kt TAS, 9.3 hours
means a range of 1,300nm. Surprisingly however, due to the ‘TAS
gain’ the MPG is only very slightly worse at 20,000ft.
The above 1,300nm figure ignores the extra fuel used during the
climb, but one recovers some of that loss during the descent.
And things get better at lower aircraft loadings: the lighter you
are the faster it goes for the same fuel flow and even if you take off
at MTOW this gradually improves due to the fuel being burnt off.
The result is that 1,300nm is a practically achievable zero-fuel range
and I have proved this over many flights, by setting a specific engine
operating point and watching the speed and fuel flow. Accurate
instrumentation, whose accuracy is regularly verified, is obviously
required.
Unfortunately it is impossible to do the above leaning procedure
simply by setting up some fuel flow numbers. On the first flight
on this trip, air temperature varied from -20°C (FL190, France)
to +11°C (FL090, Spain) and this represents a big change in air
density, requiring correspondingly different fuel flows - even if the
MP remained constant. Even Avgas varies in density: it expands
0.1% per °C so the density difference between fuel loaded from a
bowser sitting in Spanish sunshine at +30°C, and cooling to -20°C,
is 5%. The turbine based fuel flowmeter measures volume flow, but
combustion works on mass flow. Therefore, for optimum economy,

Autoplan generates usable airway routings for anywhere in Europe,
and this is Peter’s airway route to Granada, www.autoplan.aero

one needs to re-set the desired operating point (say 25°F LOP) at
different phases of the flight.
Fuel planning has to include alternates. One should plan two
alternates: a ‘weather alternate’ (which is taken if the destination
weather is no good) and a ‘crash alternate’ (which is taken if
somebody has crashed on the destination runway and closed the
airport). Obviously, while the latter can be right next door to the
destination, the former cannot since its weather is likely to be
the same! However, a weather alternate can be next door if it is,
for example, an airport with an ILS but with a £100 landing fee
which you are trying to avoid by going to an airport which has no
instrument approach!
Conventionally, a pilot is trained to proceed to the destination and
if this proves no good, he proceeds to the alternate. Under FAA IFR
rules, one needs enough fuel to fly to the alternate plus 45 minutes
at cruise speed. This is OK for a B737 doing 500kt but 45 mins
does not get you far at 140kt, if there is widespread bad weather. I
therefore plan a reserve of at least 2 hours after the alternate and this
is more realistic given the often poor choice of alternates.
Nowadays I have satellite Internet access in the cockpit and can get
weather data during flight.
This allows diversions to be planned well ahead, enabling more
intelligent choices to be made. The display device shown on the left
is an LS800 tablet computer which normally sits somewhere to hand,
running VFR charts under Oziexplorer; this is a useful emergency
function for e.g. an engine failure above overcast because one can
see the nature of the terrain below. I have both VFR aviation and
1:50,000 topographic charts for most of Europe.
This flight had an airways distance of 869nm. Working at the
previously established 10,000ft performance of 140kt TAS and
9.0GPH, the calculated airborne time was therefore 6.2 hours, and
the fuel requirement (ignoring the climb and descent phases) was
55.8USG, leaving a reserve at destination of 30.4USG. The alternate,
Malaga, was about 40nm further and the 30USG reserve was thus
sufficient for at least another 2 hours after that. While there was
plenty of leeway here, this calculation does make some assumptions
e.g. no headwind. To some extent therefore, one was going to rely
on the very accurate on-board fuel flowmeter / GPS system which
calculates a continuously updated ‘fuel at destination’ value.
Part 2 of this article will cover Peter’s actual flight to
and from Granada. More information on IFR flying
and his aircraft can be found on Peter’s own
website at www.peter2000.co.uk/aviation/.

LS800 tablet
computer
and satellite
Internet
access enables
weather data
to be obtained
during flight
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